Run 1821/2/3 The Russell / Barton / waterpark run @ the Carillion
You would think that after being institutionalised by an uncompromising Army for a couple of
decades that Queen Latrine would have her shit together when it comes to organising a hash
run. Its not like shes invading Poland or anything is it?
VENUE: Somewhere near the Carillion, but it could be nearer Russell, oh wait a minute, no,
yes, no, yes, no, its closer to Barton, no, i think we ended up on the front lawn of the new ASIO
building.
So there we were.... in RusbartiO, a smaller crowd tonight (possibly because there are still
hashers roaming around looking for the venue). Cold it was, clear it was, convivial it was, and...
The absolutely best run report was given to us by GREASENIPPLE. A meter by metre
description of the run which took us through 5 suburbs via Mount Ainslie and Mount Pleasant,
and touched on the topography, the demographics of the suburbs, the surgical procedures that
the various hashers on the run have gone through.......absolutely fascinating. 2/10
HORSE then gave the walk report, talk about chalk and cheese. HORSE didnt actually do the
walk that QL set as she was seduced away from trail in the first ten yards and never recovered.
She wasnt going to be told what to do by some jumped up, green pajama wearing, map issuing,
recently 40 year old ex GM, nosireebob. So HoRSE gave a bullshit report and scored it 2/10.
We sang one round of the Hare song
Returnees, Visitors and Virgins: RAMBO, MIXO and SCARLETT
CHARGES.
TUN, TUN Glorious TUN was conspicuous by its absence and replaced by some warm
vietnamese urine (Hammer and Tongs, the same brand, coincidently, that was recently thrown
over Tour De France leader Chris Froom).
QL was charged for vagueness in location, SCARLETT for having non intact backmarking chalk
and WEATHERMAN for having intact chalk.
HORSE, INCIDER, WXMAN, GERBILS decided to have there own circle.
QL lost hashers in the first 100 metres, POOSHOOTA supplied low quality TUN taste a like, QL
again for shit trail.
GERBILS for not self immolating, SQUATTER for inciting the actual Queen (E.R.11) into doing
Nazi salutes
SCARLETT was installed as the temporary RA and then immediately charged with being a shit
RA !!!! Dont you just love the hash.
COUNTERFEET charged POOSHOOTA in Fijian Indian and therefore was unintelligible to
everyone in the circle.
GREASENIPPLE, uniquely, brought his own chips to a drink stop.
The big prick went to HORSE. COUNTERFEET 333, DH2 three something three, HORSE 63,
MCTAF 103, QL, 103, SQUATTER 43, RAMBO 153. It was also SQUATTERS Birthday, and
INCIDER was charged for being a dirty dobber.
CRACKERS is still going
Good health to you all, On On
NOTE: Whilst all efforts are made to maintain the highest standards of accuracy of the
reporting contained herein; due to the origins of the source material available, not a
single word can be guaranteed to actually resemble anything but a thin tissue of lies.
And remember, Navy is the Senior Service (Ed)

